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If you are seeking some coolest tour destination in India so Kashmir is top of the lists. Kashmir
travel agents offer you a fabulous tour package where you can fulfill your all dreams. Kashmir
welcomes all people to visit here and enjoy its incredible beauty. It is located in northwest of India
and looks like paradise on earth. Many people attracts with its untouched beauty. This destination
has abundance attractions include sky Touch peaks, snow capped mountains, rivers, incredible
greenery, scenic natural beauty and much more. This destination is also offers you trekking routes
and you can also enjoy skating.

Kashmir is truly one of the most renowned destination which is lovingly identified as â€˜Heaven on
Earth in Indiaâ€™ is breathtakingly beautiful and really one of the wonderful destinations to visit once.
Some of the major tourist destination and attraction to visit and explore with any Kashmir Tour
Packages are such as listed below.

	

Dal Lake	

Dal Lake is 4 km spread and 8km long in the Srinagar. This lake is largest lake in Srinagar and is
known as jewel of Srinagar. It is one of the best destinations in heart of tourists and the main
attraction of lake is beautiful house boats, flowers and water plants harvesting. Shalimar Bagh and
Nishat Bagh are famous and historical gardens of Dal Lake. There are some attractions nearby Dal
Lake like Shankaracharya Temple, the Chashme Shahi, the Nagin Lake and the Hari Parbat. Many
tourists visit here during summer and also considered as summer resort. 

Amarnath Yatra

Amarnath temple is pilgrimâ€™s temple in India is located at height of 3,880 meters and is about 145 km
far from Srinagar.  Lord Shiva is known for many names and Amarnath is also one of them.
Considered by Hindu, this holy cave is most holy temple in India and this holy temple dedicated to
Lord Amarnath. The journey of this holy cave is known as Amarnath Yatra. Amarnath Yatra have
toughest route trek and faint hearted cannot be done. This Yatra began month of Sharavan
(beginning of July to the end by August).

Pahalgam

Pahalgam is at height of 7200 feet from the sea level and is 95 km far from Srinagar. It is most
popular hill resorts in Kashmir. Many tourists love to visit here. This place is famous for the base
camp of Amarnath Yatra. This place captured your heart because of its snow capped mountains,
green trees and pleasant climate. You can also enjoy here skiing, treks and camping and apart from
that there are some main attractions include Tulian Lake, Pahalgam River and Sheshnag Lake.

	

Srinagar

Srinagar is one of the most beautiful hill stations in Kashmir and is one of the amazing places in
India. This place looks like paradise on earth. The major attractions in Srinagar are picturesque view
of scenic beauty, house boat, rivers, flourish gardens and lakes. There are some attractions in
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Srinagar includes Dal lake, Wular Lake, Jama masjid, Khir Bhawani Temples and other attractions

Apart from these attractions there are some religious places like Vaishno Devi Temple, Nagbani,
Panchbakhter temple and Ranabireshwar Temple which can be explored with any customized
Kashmir Holiday Packages from any leading Kashmir tour planner. All the charming and magnificent
attractions here will over cast magical spurt on your visit to this scenic beautiful India.
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